The MYpop toolbox: Putting yeast stress responses in cellular context on single cell and population scales.
Systems biology holds the promise to integrate multiple sources of information in order to build ever more complete models of cellular function. To do this, the field must overcome two significant challenges. First, the current strategy to model average cells must be replaced with population based models accounting for cell-to-cell variability. Second, models must be integrated with each other and with basic cellular function. This requires a core model of cellular physiology as well as a multiscale simulation platform to support large-scale simulation of culture or tissues from single cells. Here, we present such a simulation platform with a core model of yeast physiology as scaffold to integrate and simulate SBML models. The software automates this integration helping users simulate their model of choice in context of the cell division cycle. We benchmark model merging, simulation and analysis by integrating a minimal model of osmotic stress into the core model and analyzing it. We characterize the effect of single cell differences on the dynamics of osmoadaptation, estimating when normal cell growth is resumed and obtaining an explanation for experimentally observed glycerol dynamics based on population dynamics. Hence, the platform can be used to reconcile single cell and population level data.